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Abstract 
The key to render contemporaη1 constitutional countries dedicated to the principle 
of rule of law actually lies in educating their people about human rights and the law, 
which simply put, is the only way rule of  law can be permanent1y feasible. Yet a look at 
Taiwan's human rights and law-related education also discloses that the principle ofrule 
of law has not been properly put into practice. The schools in Taiwan only emphasize 
the importance of  being a law-abiding citizen: students are told to have respect for the 
law and leam by memorizing the details ofthe law: but purposefully overlook planting 
in students' minds the idea of  human rights. Worse  still，如ture citizens won't be able to 
keep monitoring their govemment, since they are never taught about what is appropriate 
and inappropriate in terms of the law itself. Such loss of  counterbalance will only ex-
acerbate the abuse of  power and corruption of  an authority, and it will be practically im-
possìble for Taìwan to implement human  rìgh的， not to mentìon to grow ìnto a nation ruI-
ed by law. 
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